Original scientific paper Linear independent non-projective transformations are used for different types of applications. Direct analytical method for solving the linear transformation of the characteristic equation for industrial robot is proposed. The theoretical basis of the method derives from the classical solutions with symmetries, but the method does not contain formulas with radicals. Automorphisms are divided into set theory and universal algebra. This feature allows us to use this method more efficiently for other engineering tasks.
Introduction
Models of height accuracy are used in CAD/CAM, space research, pattern recognition, robotics, etc. The transfer of models to nano-level cannot be provided by approximate methods. The focus of attention should be paid to research in the Euclidean plane R×R for reflections R×R→R×R. The main question is how incremental parts of Cartesian product interacts with the conducts of continuity. Whilst formulating axioms for Euclidean plane R×R, Gilbert has suggested that the construction of linguistic rules must be considered. We retain the Euclidean plane as text.
Semiotic analysis of machine building drawing
The authors have encountered some problems verifying the vector geometric model after the input from the digitizer in the early 80s. There was a suggestion to consider a drawing for the machine building as text. V. A. Zvyagintsev proposed the levels of research of natural language in linguistic semantics within classical linguistics. He singled out seven levels [1] : a sentence, a phrase (syntagma), a word, a morpheme, a syllable, a phoneme, and a distinctive feature. The text (discourse) is included as the eighth additional synthesis level. The second most important result of this research is the idea of binary structure of study levels. The basic structure of the language for the drawing of the machine building was proposed on the Zvyagintsev's basis [14] : a drawing, form, a cut, a geometric shape, a point, a hypercomplex number or scalar. The geometry and pattern recognition theory can alternate in the structure.
The method of semiotic analysis by A. P. Ershov interpretation has been chosen to solve the problems of verification. According to the authors, it is the most powerful method of artificial intelligence. The method is divided into three components [13] : syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Syntax is commonly referred to in the study of connection levels (morpheme, word, sentence, etc.). Semantics studies the relationship between the structure of different levels. The construction of language with the subject of the text is called pragmatics. All sections are combined in semiotics. An additional level is considered in natural language and theory of programming languages [2] .
The rule has been created to resolve uncertainties [14] of the study structure. Each level of study with a number semantically related to the level 2 − n and 2 + n is a rule of relationships between levels. The law applies to artificial intelligence and could not be proved in the last century. This rule and semiotic analysis allowed both -to conduct research in semiotics of language drawings and to solve the problems of clarifying the geometric model.
The solution could be found using two theories: 1 K ′ Hilbert, formulating axioms for Euclidean plane, suggested that the construction of linguistic rules must be considered. According to Leibniz's method of similarity, we obtain the Euclidean plane as a text by comparing semiotic analysis of drawings,. The research levels of the text are internal relations to the plane [4] . The basic information has been taken from unitary matrix symmetries by Dieudonne and Zolotova [5] ; then the table automorphisms and transfer symmetry by H. Weyl [3] ; definition of symmetry by M. Born [15] and binary automorphisms by F. Bachman [6] .
Cartesian product was studied within the limits of ZFset theory (Zermelo-Fraenkel) because set } >, , {< x y x created asymmetry in R 2 . The relational algebra by E. Codd used Cartesian product [7] . This theory was used in many applications, but this hypothesis is in conflict with ZF-theory by primary property: connections by Codd and set by A. Fraenkel. ZF-theory was built from automorphic rule A a ∈ [8] . This rule is careless without relation ∈.
The relational algebra is not used if ∅ ≡ A . Therefore, relational algebra is a part of ZF-theory.
The main attention of research was devoted to the permutation symmetry [9, 10] . The Euclidean plane is a relation table. The proof is obvious because the relation algebra may work with finite and indefinite tables. The conduct of symmetry was considered by relation of algebra and semiotic analysis. The application of the method to the Dieudonne automorphisms shows that binary symmetry belongs to two mathematical disciplines: set theory and universal algebra.
The extended table of Dieudonne symmetries was built on the basis of knowledge symmetry and relational algebra:
8. Mathematical order (
. Since the connection between automorphisms 8 and 10 first was suggested by Gilbert, the symmetry of knowledge might be named after this author. Dedekind´s axiom called Klein automorphism, as the inverse element axiom was determined by mirror symmetry. Symmetry with numbers 1 and 2 is combined  
The rule of interactions of automorphisms is any relationship mapping the function, operation, operator and transformation performed in the Euclidean plane so that the performed symmetry with minor number of possible preservation of symmetries follows it. Inductive method can easily prove the sufficiency of the hierarchy in the . The parameter t assumes a geometrical significance if it has been interpreted as a trace of Linguistic order symmetry. The matrix of transformation in heterogeneous coordinates is the object of set theory,therefore, the algebraic operations are not possible.
The non projective methods of linear transformations of central-symmetrical conic sections
We suggest that angle α exists for the quadratic form. This angle forms angle β by the permutation symmetry. The angles are the definite non-orthogonal basis [13, 14] . The centrally symmetric conic section with a parametric system of equations is 
, where
. The conic section is changed by linear
. We must solve the characteristic equation z Tz=λ [11, 12] 
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For example, the motion of a point is located outside the axis of the flat rod. The system of equations describing the motion of the third point is As can be seen from the results, the proposed method can be used in subsequent calculations easily, for example, to solve differential equations.
Theoretical tests
We consider the adequacy of all the theorems only. Proof: We compare the formula (3) and (4) in value tan β . We deduce the angle β tan of the formula (7): 
We have from theorem 1 
Findings are consistent with the conclusion of the previous conversion.
Method cannot be used for rotation 
Discontinuous behavior and conduct of continuity
Hilbert's symmetry does not define a non-orthogonal basic changes of deformed shapes for different linear transformations. The symmetry determines only the order of automorphisms in the table if we consider the components of the symmetry as a set. The authors considered the universal relation of Euler symmetry (formula 1 = e π − i ) in earlier publications [10, 16, 17] . The careful examination of DAM suggests that it works precisely when based on this formula, because it is founded on the use of trigonometric functions in the order of a Cartesian product. However, the inverse matrix method is based on the change of the coefficients of discrete transform matrix, which suggests that classical method belongs to the set theory. Thus, two main symmetries are affected by the symmetry table: Hilbert's symmetry from set theory and Euler's one from universal algebra. Symmetries correspond mainly in two methods to obtain the parameters of linear transformations [18] . The concept is not in conflict with Erlangen program. 
, DAM can be used for any Jordan curve, however, the method is not applicable for rotation and dilation for any curve, because they do not change the discrete structure of Euclidean plane. The main distinctions between the methods are presented in Table  1 . Principal differences are shown in singularities but they are not important for technical science.
During further studies, Gerono applies a parametric system of equations    = = t y t x 2 sin cos . Application of Kantor's symmetry for finding the parameters of a linear transformation does not produce results for the lemniscates [16] . Diligence of Klein's symmetry allows us to find the parameters, which do not correspond to the correct result.
The proposed theory allows the calculation of complex mechatronic systems. There is a simple kinematical mechanism built on the basis of three gears: central, moving inside the central wheel and moving outside of the central wheel (Fig. 1) . While a point on the 
after the transformation of the planar differentiable curve. Parameters symmetric transformations can be used to simplify the system of parametric equations for the complex movements as a result. Real coefficients can be used in systems of parametric equations. The analytical solutions of calculations are open for the complex trajectories of the mechatronic system. The precision of designing is defined within computer data storage and precise equipment. Therefore, most of the mechatronic systems can be calculated using the method proposed in this paper.
Application for the design of kinematic mechanisms
The circle and the ellipse are the basis for many of the kinematic mechanisms, such as a flat crank, crank, etc. The result of the mechanism determines the point on the trajectory [19, 20] . The solution to differential equations can be obtained by an analytical form, if the trajectory is given of the precisely defined formula.
Rational calculation of the trajectory of motion actuators of automatic machines is important for efficient production [18] . The calculations of the motion trajectory of the kinematic mechanisms are often a result of a system of parametric equations of a circle or ellipse Experiments were carried out on the basis of the developed stand to check the adequacy of the developed mathematical model. The design of the stand was assembled from aluminium profiles, linear modules and fasteners RK Rose + Krieger. A simple robot to move along the trajectory of the ellipse and the circle can be executed on the basis of the proposed mathematical model [21, 22] . Experiments have shown a difference between the theoretical and actual trajectory of less than 5 %. This robot can carve with milling cutter the details in the form of an ellipse and a circle into different materials such as glass, metal, ceramics and wood. In addition, the robot can burn with laser unusual shapes in different materials.
Conclusions
Some basic properties of a described system can develop complex trajectories of Cartesian coordinates system. Along with this, there should be a similar property of the universal algebra. This may be the common property of the rings or something else. This answer could not be obtained. Tab. 1 is based on the original base research. Edgar Codd proposed thirteen rules for relational databases (Cartesian product) [17] . We used only four of them. Comparisons of Codd's rules and fundamentals of universal algebra would solve many technical problems. The wording of the missing symmetry of universal algebra can finally build an expanded table of binary Dieudonne symmetries, allowing to open a versatile method for the parameters receiving the linear transformations of Jordan curves and precise calculations used in the exact sciences such as robotics, cryptography, optimal management, etc.
